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The security measures
taken
last
weekend
during
Tabler
Quad's
Oktoberfest
are being
questioned in light of
the assault upon one
student near the Tabler

steps.
Storv p age 3

Pumpkin Farm
Many
believe
goblins,

of you don't
in
witches,
. or

other

standards.
Halloween
But they exist - at least
on Dave Wick's pumpkin
farm. To top it all off,
Wicks doesn't only sell
pumpkins

-

he

wears

them.

Freeze Continues
Polity President Ishai
Bloch made a proposal
that athletes declared
academically
ineligible
for varsity competition
be allowed to practice
with the teams, UITheL
budget freeze enters its
seventh day.
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Michigan State Head Named
Chancellor of SUNY System

Tabler Attack
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Alb any (AP) - Michigan
State
President
University
Ciftom
a Wharton, was named
Wedm esday
to
head
the
State
350, 000-student
Univei rsity
of New York
(SUN?Y), the nation's single
largest university system.
Whiarton, 51, will become
the seeventh SUNY chancellor
and thie first black to head the
29-yeair-old university, which
has 464 different campuses
througghout the state. His
appoinitment is expected to be
made tinal at November's

and
towards -strengthening
advanced
academic
those
programs and research that can
have
the greatest future
benefits," said Toll.
A graduate of Harvard, John
Hopkins and the University of
Chicago, Wharton's academic
specialty is in economics and
agricultural development in
Third World countries.
He has been president of
Michigan
State
University
which has a major agriculture
program and research facility,
since 1970. SUNY includes an

on any new bulming at the
campuses.
Dozens of faculty members
have been laid off in the last
two years and morale is said to
be low at many units.
SUNY trustees approved
Wednesday a $757 million
proposed budget for next year.
'That would mean a 13 percent
increase over last year's budget,
and is not expected to emerge
intact after review by budget
officials at the State Capitol.
SUNY's new chief also must
deal with the delicate problem

meetikng of the SUNY trustees.

important agriculture school at

of the City University of New

Vharton was chosen to
repla e Ernest Boyer, who was
appoil ited U.S. Commissioner
of Ed lucation last January by
Presid ent Carter.
"Ia am extremely pleased by
the a pointment of Wharton as
Chanc ef!or of State University
of Noew York," said Stony
Brook University President
John Toll.
Mtmal Use of Resources"
"OD
fing the current period
of tiiht fisal costraints,
Whart on's leadership will be
lmpor tant *owards making
l use of our resoures
0s

Cornell University, but SUNY's
size rules out any one area of
emphasis.
MSU Budget Down
'The university, which has
fallen
recently
on
hard
budgetary times after two
decades of spectacular growth,
has four medical schools, 30
colleges,
four
community
major university centers, 14
liberal arts colleges and a
wriety of specialized schools.
Enrollment projections for
future years at SUNY have
been sliced way back, and
.there is a virtual moratorium

York (CUNY), the nation's
second
largest
university
system, which New York City
can no longer fully support.
SUNY and CUNY trustees
have been involved in talks that
could lead to a merger,
SUNY
officials
although
generally have not favored a
state takeover.
Wharton will be the first
chancellor to occupy SUNY's
new headquarters, the stored
Delaware and Hudson Railway
building along the Hudson
River at the bottom of Capitol
hill.
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Assault on Coed Is 7th Attack in Two Months
By ERIC GOLDIN
A James College woman was assaulted by an
unknown man on Wednesday afternoon as she was
doing her laundry, alone in the College basement.
The incident, from which the woman escaped
unharmed, was the seventh sex-related attack
reported the Security on campus in less than two
months.
The previous assaults also took place in empty
laundry or shower rooms in G and H Quads, with the
exception of an October 3 attack which occured in
the Mount College laundry room, according to Public
Safety Detective Joe Marchese. No one has been
seriously injured in any of these incidents according
to Marchese. "It's possible that the same man has
been responsible for all the attacks because of the
similiar method used and because the victims gave the
same basic description," Marchese said. The latest
composite drawing released by Security describes the
assailnt as a man of average height, with
medium4ength, and reddish-brown curly hair. The
victim of the Mount assault though, maintains that
her attacker also "had a disgusting complexion."
Marchese also said 'there's some relation between
most of the crimes having occurred in G and H," but
declined to eleaborate.
According to the Security report, the unnamed
victim in the latest assault, which occurred at
approximately 4:45 was grabbed from behind by a
man she had seen leaving the laundry room a few
minutes earlier. The assailant forced the woman to
the floor, but released her and fled when she began
to scream. The victim refused to discus the incident.
Her Residential Assistant, Pam Schwartz, did say
that the victim "had been especially careful. This was
the first time she had gone down alone, because her
roommate was sick."
Although the aailant(s) continues to elude Public
Rk.

-

Safety officers, women resident of G and H Quads
said that they were definitely more cautious now, but
few said they were overly frightened by the recent
attacks.
In James College, where two of the sevenassaults
occurred, posters have been put up on the walls of
each wing in the dormitory warning women to be
wary of strangers loitering in the building.
"We go to the laundry room together now and we
don't take showers alone late at night, "said Susan
Yuran, a James sophomore. Yuran also said that most
of the women on the hall now lock their doors at
night.
Schwartz, a senior, added, "We had meeting in the
beginning of the semester [about the precautions]
since we had problems with men going into the
showers last year, and this is mainly a freshman hall
this year. Security MAs [Managerial Assistants] and
RAs will also speak to the hall soon."
Schwartz said that she was not afraid of the
assailant although she admitted "when the attacker
hits your own building it hits you harder. You're
frightened enough to be cautious."
"There's no terrible fear here," Yuran said. "Wierd
things happen everywhere."
In O'Neill College, where two other lone women
were assaulted, security measures similiar to those in
James are being implemented, accoriding to Senior
Debbie Lauro, an O'Neill RA.
'"The precautions are tighter since the attacks," she
said. "The attacks have made everybody paranoid,
more cautious," Lauro added. "People accept the
attacks now," she explained. "They're not as uptight.
We all realize a nut is running around, so the fear has
leveled off. It doesn't excite people as much now."
The assailant has victimized residents of other G
and H Quad dormitories as well. In separate incidents
in September, an Ammann College woman was

harrassed in her hall shower, and a Gray College
woman was molested, also in the hall shower.
According to Gray College Freshman Jackie Costa,
"Some girls are really uptight here, but most just
accept it." Costa said she did not mind the strict
security procedures, but added "we shouldn't have to
go through this."
Like Costa, most women in G and H Quads seem
to take the precautions seriously, despite the
occasional inconvenience. This attitude is typified by
an O'Neill resident seen walking toward the basement
with a friend, sacks of laundry in their arms. "We
make it a point to do our wash together," she said.

JAMES COLLEGE, in the background, was the scene
of the latest campus aault.
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Health Department Settles
onJ
Vio Case

.

US Cracks Down on Guaranteed Loans
Washington - The Federal Government will stop guaranteeing
student loans at colleges and universities where large numbers of
borrowers have defaulted, a House panel was told yesterday.
U.S. Commissioner of Education, Ernest Boyer said the
crackdown on institutions with default rates of 15 percent or higher
for at least two consecutive years is part of the government's effort
to recover $500 million in unpaid loans.
Other steps include a requirement that schools be lenders of last
resort for the government-backed loan and a rule barring a school
from making loans to more than 50 percent of its undergraduate
students, he said.
Boyer said that as of June 30, 344,000 student borrowers had
defaulted on their federallyinsured student loans, a default rate of
about 122 percent.

Bolles Murder Trial Ending
Phoenix, Arizona - After 3h months, testimony ended yesterday
in the trial of two men charged with the June 1976 car-bomb slaying
of newsman Don Bolles.
aosing arguments were scheduled for Monday.

Max Dunlap, 48, a Phoenix contractor, and James Robison, 55, a

Albany (AP) - The first case to arise under New
York's 1975 law governing research with human
subjects has been settled, with university
researchers admitting 35 violations involving "at
least 975 subjects."
Experiments were not properly authorized or
upervised, and some subjects were endangered by
faulty equipment such as an electric shock
machine, officials of Albany State University
admitted yesterday.
University and state Health Department officials
settled the case and the Health Department
decided not to impose fines of up to $' ,000 per
violation on the school, one of four university
centers in the 350,000-student SUNY system.
The Health Department has no special staff to
enforce the law, which applies to all institutions,
public and private, in New York, and officials
admit they do not know whether other
universities, hospitals and research centers are
complying.
The case triggered a SUNY-wide review of
research procedures, and an official at another
SUNY unit acknowledged, "Teachers have had
their consciousness quickly raised."
Academic Departments Set Own Standards
Academic departments and professions have
traditionally set their own standards and have
resisted state control, but health officials warn
that the public will demand closer state scrutiny
unless univesity researchers are careful to obey the

suburban Chandler plumber, are charged with first-degree murder
and conspiracy in the killing.
They were implicated last January when John Harvey Adamson,
33, a former Phoenix dog breeder, confessed to planting a bomb
underneath Boles' car June 2, 1976, in exchange for a relatively law.
light prison sentence.
The case at Albany came to light because of
Adamson, the state's star witness, testified that Dunlap hired him complaints by a psychology graduate student. All
"King
Al
and
Babbitt
Bruce
General
to kill Bolles, Arizona attorney
research involving human subjects was shut down
Alfonso" Lizaneta, a former public relations man. He said Dunlap by a Health Department order late in September,
the
Sr.
wanted
Marley
Kemper
told him millionaire liquor wholesaler
three men killed because of various things they had done to Marley.
Robison was brought into the plot to help, said Adamson, and
detonated the bomb under Bolles' car by remote-control device.

Criticism of Costanza Called
Both 'Political'and'Pikayune'

Hundreds Mourn German Terrorists
West Germany - Hundreds of demonstators turned out
yesterday for the burial of three notorious West Geran anarchists
and vowed to avenge theit prison deaths, which authorities called
suicides.
An equally large police contingent of nearly 1,000 surrounded the
city cemetery and arrested several mourners in a scuffle after the
burial of Andreas Baader, 34, Gudrun Ealin, 37, and Jan-Carl
Raspe, 33.
Baader and Raspe were buried together in a common grave next
to Enadin's. Youthful mourners, claiming the three were murdered,
pledged in extemoraneous eulogies to continue the anarchist' battle
gainst West German society.
Baader, Raspe and Miss Enslin, serving life terms for a series of
bombings and killing in the early 1970s, were found dead or
mortally wounded in their maximum security cells here October 18,
hours after West german commandos foiled an air hijacking to force
their release.

and then the university quickly set up the type of
review called for in the law.
Penalty hearings were scheduled and apparently
helped persuade the university to sign the consent
order.
The department's main charge was that dozens
of experiments were conducted without proper
review by an Institutional Review Committee, that
dozens of students were "coerced" into
participating and not warned of possible dangers.
The coercion consisted of giving students a
choice between writing a term paper and
participating in psychology department tests.
University admitted breaking that section of the
state law which calls for a review committee that is
made up in part of pcr-on from outside the
experimenting department.
In addition to admitting past wrong-doing, the
university promised to comply fully with the law
and to take extra steps, such as inviting the State
Health Commissioner to its review board meetings
and sending him the minutes for ssix months.
Although the department charged that one
machine used in electric shock tests was so badly
out of repair that students' lives were in danger,
nobody was seriously injured. One subject
reportedly got slightly burned by a malfunctioning
lamp in an experiment that did not involve electric
shocks.
Experiments called into question ranged from
one with young children who were told not to
touch a particular toy and then were secretly
observed to see if they would give in to
temptation, to one testng whether an electric
shock felt different depending'on the sex of the
person administering the shock.

The second-raned House
Washington (AP) - House
Speaker Thomas O'Nell has Republican, Representative Bob
come to the aide of presidential Michel of Illinois, led criticism
Costanza, of Costanza on the House floor
Midge
assistant
said
although he says be does not Wednesday. He and others
she should resign.
know her.
Michel, the GOP whip, said
The speaker said yesterday
demands
Carter
that Republican criticism of the President
N.Y. respect for the spirit of the law
Rochester,
former
was "politically as well as technical obedience to
vice-mayor
the law from his aides. But he
motivated" and "picayune."
"They can always get a cheap said Cosnza falls far short of
her
with
standard
shot off at the White House," that
O'Neill said at a news briefing. fund-raising activities to pay of

1974 campaign debts.
He said Costann filed a
report of her fund-raising results
with the Federal Election
Commission only after they had
been reported in newspapers.
In 1974, Cotanza ran for the
Republican
against
House
Representative Barber Conable,
the ranking Republican on the
and Means
Ways
House
Then-presdential
Committee.
hopeful Carter campaigned for
her in the losing effort.

Ray Convicted of Prison Escape
Wartburg, Tenn. - James Earl Ray, serving a 99-year term for the
killing of civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr., was convicted
yesterday of escape for his breakout from a Tennessee prison last
June.
The jury of nine men and three women returned the verdict after
almost three hours of deliveration. They also imposed the minimum
sentence allowed under state laws on escape -one to two years, to be
served in addition to his regular sentence.
Prior to Thursday's conviction, Ray, 49, would have been eligible
for parole in 1998.
Ray had testified yesterday as the only defense witness that he
made the escape in an effort to win a new trial for the 1968 slaying
of King, to which he originally pleaded guilty.
Compiled from the Associted Press

A Correction
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-
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Darell Minott, author of a viewpoint in the last issue was
incorrectly identified as a member of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade. He is the former Managing Editor of
Blackworld.
^~~~.

.^~~~

OOPS - A yellow University street-clning truck was traveling on North Loop R
Physical Plant when the car it was following stopped abruptly. The truck driver
brakes and the vehicle skidded off the wet pavement, turning over on its side. Two
arrived soon after and pulled the street-cleaning truck back onto its wheels, and
ditch.
I
Nip
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Student Assaulted During Tabler Oktoberfest
By PAUL LING

A male Stony Brook student was
kicked and beaten on the Tabler steps
by five or six unknown asaiilants early
Sunday morning during the Tabler
Oktoberfest. The victim said that the
attack was unprovoked, and that his
attackers were aoarentlv intoxicated.
Although the victim, who requested
that he not be identified, was not
seriously injured, he did lose three front
teeth and sustained facial injuries in the
attack which occured at approxiamately
1:35 A.M. Public Safety Director Robert
Cornute aid yesterday that there are no
suspects at the present time.
It has not been determined whether
or not the
attackers described by
the victim, were in fact Stony Brook
students. Several students present
Saturday night
said that many
non-tudents
attended this year's
Oktoberfest. 'They were distinguishable
by their youth and behaviour," one
'ibler resident remarked.
Although all of the University's
entrances are normally dosed after
11:00 PM, with the exception of the
South Gate, where a cLheckpoint station
i manned, Cornute said that in order to
tbcilitate the flow of traffic on and off
the campus, the checkpoint that
Saturday night was manned from
appoximately 12:30 AM on, and the

dosing of all the remaining gftes was
suspended for the Oktoberfest.
The victim
maintained that the
attack was

the result

of a lack

of

Goodstadt said that although the patrol
was available, it was not asked to help
in the security of Oktoberfe-t. He said
h:ave
that the patrol would prubat-,
been more effective rhai '!t S'~ide!.t
securitv force because i has. r.d mtor-

with Public Safety in the past. One of
the reasons the patrol was not used this
year, Goodstadt added, may have been
becaa!e
Tabler residentLs complji;,. d
a be '.i;
-in
lock -d out of
) t ,t.rh
.:
,. -r.;:,-.- b%
b n.th Datro! dur a.z

security in the area surrouding the
annual Festival. "They were probably
drunk from the fest and there w
nobody to control them," he said. He
added that others witnessed the attack
but did not come to his aid. "I'm anry
that there were other people around
who didn't help me as I was beaten and
kicked."
The responsibility for ecurity at
Oktoberfest, according to Cornute, wa
delegated to the organizers of the fest,
and not Public Safety. Phil Bernstein, a
Tabler resident, was appointed Student
Security Director, and it was agreed that
Public Safety officers would only aid
the student security force if they were
summoned by a student's complaint,
Comute explained.
Bernstein said that with less than 20
volunteers, his student security force
was having difficulty controlling the
students inside the Tabler Cafeteria, and
could not have been expected to patrol
the surrounding area whre the attack
took place. However, Cornute said that
"Security of an event as big as the test
would have to encompass the immediate
area, including the Table steps."
.TABLER'S OKTOBERFEST was onoyd by many Stny
Student Dorm Patrol Director Ron 'tme btia
ofne s raad questions of scurity.

ook stud-rts, but

Polity, O'Neill Yet to Negotiate 2000 Loan
ByNATHANIEL RABINOVIH
Two weeks after the Polity
motion
Senate
passed
a
·autorizing Polity to negotiate
a S2000 l!on with 0O'Neill

go
y

Um *41w

between Pblity Tnmwa r Mak
l
d and the coege have yet
taken place. The loan i being
used to financ renovation of
O'N0
Oolege's Golden Bear

son".

Senator Nancy Tegtmer .
Tegtmeier,
Minasi
and
. dd
ted by Polity to conduct
Negotions, maintain they
be not had time to meet on

negotte,
schedule

but have
conflicts,"

had Golden Bear uwa
orinay mued
aid asa faculty cafeteria and could
be converted eaily into a mack
hamburger,
serving
bar
Mind aid, "Hopefully Ill rankfurtea and rench ties, as
have someting worked out by wel as their pesent stock of
next Monday with her."
aels, ice cream and pastry. In
The
renovations,
which, addition she said that they
according to Tegtmeier, include might install a soda fountain.
the installation of new cooking
The Senate was informed by
equipment, pool table and a Tegtmeier that Golden Bear
sound system, are scheduled to managers had estimated they
begin, as soon as an agreement would receive enough business
is made between Polity and to repay the loan before the
O'Neill on the terms of the end of the spring semester, with
loan.
profits from food sales. She
The motion authorizing the added, during discussion on the
loan,
passed
by
an motion, that O'Neill College
overwhelming majority of the Residential College Program
on
October
12, money, allocated to them by
Senate
originated in the minds of Polity, would be used if
O'Neil residents who said they necessary to repay the loan.
were dissatisfied with the
After the renovations are
cafeteria service offered on this completed, about two weeks
campus by Lackmann Food after the loan is approved, the
Service. Tegtmeier said the Golden Bear will be open from
college wanted hot food to be 7 PM to 1 AM, according to
available after 10 PM when the Tegtmeire, who added that
Union Cafeteria stops serving workers
be
not
would
customers.
compensated until after the
Tegtmeier noted that the loan to Polity is repaid.
Tegtmeer. "opefully
get toether soon."

we can

- Ticketron Gets Garcia Tickets Before Campus
Two hundred general admission tickets
for the December 9 Jerry Garci Concert
are aready on ale to the generl public
at 'icketron outlets while students must
wait until next Monday, for tickets to be
available at the Student Box Ofice in the
Union.
Ticke
o
Although tickets for Stony Brook
Concerts have been sold through
licketron in the past, ths is the first time
that lTcketron tickets have been on sale
before reserve student tickets.
Student
Board Concert
Chairman Tom Neilhen explined why

tickets for the public went on ale
"I found out fom my experience
the pat two major concerts hich
been Forigner on October 8 and

first,
with
have
Dave

Mason, Kenny Loggins on October 29 seats in the gym, including the entire
(both of which Sold Out) that when we reserve section," said Neilssen.
There are some students who question
put tickets on sale at Ticketron and the
Student Box Office the same day, too the need to sell any tickets to the general Students can buy their tickets
many townies were coming here and were public through Ticketron. "I feel that
Monday morning without
able to get away with paying student there are enough Dead Heads or people
prices," said Neilsen. To alleviate that who are into Jerry Garcia at Stony Brook
problem I decided that the public would to sel out the concert without the aid of
go to Tlcketron first and pay the public Ticketron. After all, the Gym ain't having the hassle of having
price if they knew that they could buy Madison
Square
Garden,"
aid
tickets sooner than students.
Sophomore Hal Farber.
Geml Admiseon to the Public
townies disturbing them
Nellsen maintained, however, that
"It's a psychological fallacy, that having tickets on sale for the general
public
first,
"Students
an
buy
their
:
the
sooner
they
buy
tickets
people thnk
the better they are. This s not true," said tickets Monday morning without having
Niesen. I must emphaize that for Jerry the hassle of having townes disturbing
-TOM NEILSSEN
GaCda the public seats for the 8:00 show them and buying student sets here."
-TOM NEILSSEN
Nelssen said he was not sure whether
ae only General Admission seats. The
students stll have rt choice on the bat be would try this pil again.
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:FREE:SF LENDING LIBRARY
In the baement of Hendrix College in Roth Quad

MONDAY

8-12pm

.

2pm
NTUESDAY'6-1
WEDNESDAY
8-IOpm

! Hi//e/ offers Shabbot services and

L

10-2 6-8pm
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,
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Statesman's Questionable Future
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This may be one of the last issues of
for the past few years, has given us less
Statesman you will see, at least in its
than we need. At a time when printing bills
present form. Because of funding problems
are skyrocketing, as are the cost of supplies
needed to make up a newspaper, the Polity
between Statesman and Polity stretching
back for the past few years, we are now in Senate decided to cut back the amount of
money it would pay while continuing to
a situation where we are faced with either
demand a thrice weekly product.
having to cut back to eight pages per issue,
This year, the same publication which
and possibly down to one issue per week.
received over $53,000 in 1973, received an
The immediate problem is the refusal of
allocation of only $50,500. We all know
the Polity Senate to allow Statesman to
what has happened to prices since 1973.
spend more than 50 percent of its budget
in the Fail Semester. Most of our costs are
One possible explanation for Statesman's
higher during the first few months of :long term financial problem has been the
operation. We must purchase production
cha ge in budgeting patterns by the Senate.
supplies in bulk, and most advertisers do
In years past certain things were considered
not start paying their bills until at least a necessities and funded first. The priorities
month after their ads appear. With an , were: the student government, a radio
additional $5,000, 10 percent of our
station, newspaper and a concert and movie
budget, released now, we could make it
series. After these organizations were
through the semester. But the Senate
funded fully, the remaining money was
decided not to give us the money.
divided among the other campus clubs.
The main problem is several years old.
In the past year or so, however, the
Each year Polity has demanded that
Senate has started representing special
Statesman publish thrice-weekly (last year
interest groups, rather than the interests of
they took four separate votes on the
the entire undergraduate student body. It
matter). It seems that the senators are in decided to fund everybody at once, all of
agreement that a thrice-weekly is a the small special interest clubs which serve
necessity on a campus the size of Stony
a handful of students, as well as the four or
`five
service
Brook.
organizations
providing
But when it comes to giving Statesman
activities, entertainment and information
the money it needs to operate, the Senate,
to the entire student body. Everybody

received a small fraction of what they
requested, and because Statesman asked
only for what it needs, it was inadequately
funded.
As it is, Statesman has been operating on
a ufu-frills budget for years. We are the only
University Center newspaper in the entire
SUNY system which decided many years
ago not to stipend its editors. The
Editor-in-Chief of the Buffalo Spectrum
gets about $2,000 each year, while we
scrape by with 30 year old typewriters,
typing our stories on the backs of old scrap
paper.
Last spring we asked for about $70,000,
the minimum we could hope to get by on
and still bring you news, sports and
:entertainment, three times a week. We
received $20,000 less.
There is only one way Statesman can
survive, and that is if all undergraduates
urge their building and commuter senators
to give Statesman the $5,000 shot in the
arm necessary to prevent us from
suspending
or
severely
curtailing
publication starting next week, and then to
-reevaluate the Polity Budget done by the
Council last May, and provide us with the
money we need to continue thrice-weekly
publication.

Chancellor Without Support
Well, we have a new State University
Chancellor again, the guy who is supposed
to run all of the State University campuses,
with more than 345,000 students. We all
found out about him either yesterday or
today in a paper or on TV. We knew that
former Chancellor Ernest Boyer had gone
to work for Jimmy Carter, and that the
State University Board of Trustees had
instituted some form of search for a
replacement, and that early front-runner
Acting Chancellor James Kelly had been hit
with a massive heart attack.
We know something else about the new
chancellor. No students really had a hand
in selecting him. The SUNY system is made
up of administrators, educators and civil
servants whose salaries are paid by the
students who are in effect, the employers.
They pay for the right to have their
employees educate them. However for
some reason, despite the fact that they pay
the salaries, and reap the only benefits
from them (education), they have never
had the right to decide who their

Oliphant

employees are.
'
Nor do the students' employees treat
their employers as bosses. Instead they
'heap rules, regulations and requirments
upon them, giving them little of the
responsibility of running the institutions
thev nav for.
The new chancellor may be the best in
ithe history of the SUNY system, or the
best SUNY will ever have. However we
resent the fact that the person who will
lead the State Univeristy of New York was
not chosen by the students, the people who
will have to live with his decisions.
We hope at least that Chacellor, former
Michigan
State
University President,
Clifton Wharton, will at least meet with
students throughout SUNY immediately.
We can only hope that the Chancellor is
intelligent and sensitive enough to realize
that he does not have the consent of his
constituency to rule, and although the
students might come to respect him, that
he enters office with no support from
them, support he might need when it

comes time to get a minimally cut SUNY
budget through the state legislature.
We also hope that in the future, the
SUNY
Trustees
will
realize
why
Universities exist, and that they must give
students at least some say in how they are
run.
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TM and the Search for Enlightenment
By BOB DARNOWSKY
Enlightenment mplies the ability to act without
making mistakes, to be succesful in our
undertakinp without makin
problems for
ouselves, our community, or our environment.
This mens that one has the ability to function
without violating the lpws of nature, to act in such
a way that on is always supported by nature. The
mechanics of such action are first to know and
contact the home of all the laws of nature and
scond, to own it permanently in one's awareness.
-According to physics, the home of all the laws of
nature is the quantum vacuum, the physical state
of least excitation. Here all the contituents and
tendencies o laws or nature e found. in an
unanifet yet inflnitely correlated fashion; it is
the source of a ativity, the dynamic field of all
poabilities. According to Rig Vedna this field of
all posbilities is call "ahara," the immutable
the state of least excitation of onco ess,
where al the fundmental impules of creatve
ntellence reside. Stabilization of our ability to
function from this fel d of al posbilitesis
called enlightenment.
The Tracendental Meditation (TM) progam is
a program that aecomplishes this in one simple
stroke. Through the regular dily practice of this
simple technique one automatially begins to
experience broader comprehesion, improved
ability to focus sharply, increased arity of
thinking, improved health, and as a result of this,
greater enjoyment of life.
Scientific studies on the TM program in the
fields of physiology, psychology, and sociology
demonstrate early the practical value of the TM
technique in improving every aspect of life.
Scientific studies have already demonstted that
the regular practice of the TM technique brings
about increased leaning ability, improved
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SAB Screwup
To the Editor:
One of the activities planned for
last weeks Homecoming weekend at
Ward Melville high school was a
so-called Slave-Day. This fact was
brought to my attention by an
outraged parent of one of the few
black students who attend the
Slave Day was later
school.
confirmed through a telephone
conversation with one of the
administrators in the district. We
would like to commend the black
parents who brought this situation to
our attention and we call on the
many members and friends of the
NAACP in the area to carefully
consider this issue which black
people find highly offensive.
racial
when
occasions
On
implications are high but specific
motivation is difficult to determine
we often use the expression
'institutional racism." For those
who wonder what we mean consider
the following comments which were
made in response to our query on
this subject.
Slave Day has been alternately
defended as harmless fun; as not
designed to harm any individual or
group; as a way for the kids to get
back at their teachers; or, as simply a
way of raising funds. In defense of
the practice it was pointed out that
1977 was not the first year Slave Day
has been held in the Three Village
School district.
Slave Day has been characterized
as a time in which one student buys
another student or a teacher for a
day. Can you imagine in this year of
enlightenment (1977) that students
act out the buying and selling of
another human being? Last year a
black student who was bought, mind
you, opted to stay home rather than
to accede to the demands of his
buyer to dress in scanty clothing and
then run through the high school
with spear in hand. How could this
happen in this comparatively
educated
highly
affluent,
community?
One might wonder whether a

academic perforanse,redud stress ad tension
in the nervous system, increaed automatic
stability and effective interaction with the
environment, relief from nlomia, Improve
resistace to dase, mproved paycdholic
xity, increased
ealth and decreased
self ured
, increased soability, increased
apacity for intimate contact, and hundreds of
other benefits too numerous to list. Recent studies
at
harihl European Resech Univsity
(MERV) in Switzerland are now fnding that
coaciousnes is the field of all poibilities.
Te growth of higher states of consciouness
experinced in the lis of 1.5 mllon people
around the werd practicing the Transcendntal
Medliation technique, the scientific researc
areas of
onfirming that this growth enriches
human life, the ancient knowledge of
aconcioume contained in the Veds, and the
pinciples discovered by modem physics have
together insired a new chapter of scientific
invastigation - research on onscioum ss as the
field of al possibilities. This is the theme of the
advanced courses in the TM program offered by
MERU. During thse courses, the prticipnts not
only accelerate their personal growth with moe
,extended practice of the technique, but also
enage in the practice of certain procedures that
are designed to enhance mind-body coordination
to its maximum. These procedus al act as a
test of the development of conscio ess, ad have
proved extremely effective in opening new
channels of mind-body coordination - even to the
extent of the mind asking the body to lift up, with
a tendency to fly and float in the air.
Particularly exciting is the recent discovery that
the stabization of pure concioumes, is strongly
correlated with high EEG coherence. The hihe
the coherence and the greater the number of areas

of the brain in which t is found, the pester
tbiliztion of pure awarmes. This dicovery
rev
t fiart psydcophiooial correlats of
th
litenmnt or comic
the state of
consciousnes. High EEG oherence shows that the
human nervous system is capable of extremely
prece frin patters involving virtually millions
of neurons. Thi remaably high degree of
correlated activity in the nervous system parallels
aharishi's charcterization of puawre naee
state of infinite corelation.
In a study conducted on course participants in
MERU advanced coures in the TM program, it
was found that the ighest degree od EG
coherence were displayed in those individuas with
the highet levels of mindbody coodinati n in
referred to above (known
the specific procedu
in the traditional literatre on the subject under
m siddli'). In addition these
the generic
individuals scored highest in a creativity test and
had the dearest experienes of transcedental
consciousness.
The experiments at MERU add a new dimension
to the scientific reearch on the Transcendental
Meditation program. They establish that
experiences of the siddis have their basis in a high
level of orderlines of neurophysiological
functioning and that the pactice of the siddhis
over a period of a few months improves basic
perceptual, intellectual, creative and psychomotor
abilities, which parallels the subjective experiences
of increasing intuition, happiness, and freedon
from limitations. These results are one more
landmark in the rise of the Scientific Age to the
Age of Enlightenment.
(The writer is President of the Stony Brook
Chapter of the Students InternationalMeditation
Society.)
i

student has ever been challenged by a
teacher to speculate on what
happened to the large Native
American population which once
resided in this land. Were the
students ever taught that slavery was
not peculiar to the South alone, but
that it was prevalent in Brookhaven
and especially in the Three Village
area? Do the students know that the
founders of this area were among the
slave owners until manumssion in
the mid 1840s, came as the result of
New York State law?
Has any teacher dared raise with
students the subject of restrictive
covenants which were an rticle of
most property deeds in the area prior
to 1949. Many homeowners in the
Three Villages still hold these deeds
which discriminated on the basis of
religion and race. A patently illegal
for
ordinance
anti-grouper
Brookhaven Townwhich the NAACP
is convinced will be deemed
unconstitutional by the courts had
its beginnings in the Three Village
area.

60s, civic
Until the late
associations in the area were separate
until
the issue of
and very exclusive
low cost housing brought the
associations together in common
cause. Today Civic Association
leaders in the Three Village area act
as the focus for the opposition of 26
organizations throughout the Town
who oppose low cost housing.
One result of this mindless
hysterical opposition to housing
which might accommodate black
people is that black persons of
class
and
economic
various
conditions have been subjected to
racially motivated abuse when they
have tried to rent or buy property in
the area. On such occasions the
NAACP has made hurried calls to
urge civic and religious leaders to
speak out against such crass acts or
racism and to say the particular act
does not represent community
sentiment. In a day or two the
situation is over and business goes on
as usual.
The most ignominious chapter in
the history of America must never be
made
to
be
glorified
or

Tom Neilsen, an official at SAB,
inconsequential. Race relations is the
most devisive and unresolved issue in became highly upset when I went
this country today. Rather than back to tell him how I had been
being revisionist and rewriting or wronged. He then proceeded to
ignoring your history we need to

teach our children about the past so
they will be better able to deal with
the future. We have often speculated
as to what influence this kind of'
climate has had on the minds of
children. Hopefully, Slave Day is not
the answer to our question.

screw me twice. When I asked to

have my seats changed to 2nd row
off to the side (these tickets were

still available at this time), I was
given 10th row on the side. I asked
for my original tickets back and was
escorted away from the ticket office

Kenneth Anderson by an SAB person. I then proceeded
President to talk to the SAB Chairman who
Brookhaven Town NAACP was
in
temporily
great
brainwashing me into thinking that
Slave Day

I

what had just happened was
To The Editor:
justifiable.
On Monday morning, October 24,
I was on line at 3:30 AM, paid
I was screwed by a so-called student $6.50 per ticket for a concert being
organization, the Student Activities subsidized by my activity fee, and
Board. I was given tickets to a was given a rotten deal to boot.
concert with absolutely no say about Something must be done for the
where my seats would be. I was told future concerts here. A seating chart,
that I was being given the best seats or any degree of professionalism,
available and to trust one of the SAB would be a welcomed change. We,
official's judgement on the seating. the students, must be informed of
Somehow, I ended up with 14th row the selection of seats available. It
center seats while people behind me might be more time consuming but
received first row seats right off the isn't the choice of the students more
aisle. I. along with a good number of important?
people, were stunned when this
Ronald Surdi
happened.
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FBI Reports A Drop
In CB Radio Thefts
Washinton (AP) - Thieves
appear to be caught in the
middle of declining CB prices
and ridrg public awarenes of
the theft potential of their rip.
Ie result: fewer stolen radios.
For th econd time this year,
te FBI ha reported the overall
theft rate has dedlned, thi time
by 9 prec t during the first half
of the yea compared with the
ame perio of 1976.
ihFBI reported a 5 percent
increase in theft last year and a
qspokem n said that, while FBI
statistic dd not specify types of
theft, indications were that CBs
stolen from vehicles made up a
ubstantial portion of that
category.
Since then, the FBI reported
the theft rate down 11 percent
during the first three months of
the year and some auto
said
insurance repreenttives
then that they believed a decline
in CB thefts had contributed to
the drop.
During that period, CB radio
prices declined by as much as
two-thirds. Some 23-channel sets
that sold for $150 two years ago
now can be bought for $50.
The Electrnic Industries
Association (EIA), a trade group
representing CB manufacturers,

agree that the ontinuing theft
decline is due in large part to the
drop in CB prices, according to
Mark Rosenker, public relations

aRESN
RESENTS
._I

dhector for its communicaion
division.
"Iere have been feer CB
the loer prices
theft beraa
incentive,"
less
provide
Roenker aid inan interiew.
t
But he also aid that r
permitting
developments
dbgused antennas and hiddn
rads often mae thefts more

BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW

.

FOR THESE SHOWS
·

-I

dfficult.

"We dont know wich has
contributed most to the drop in
thefts, but we think it's became
of the lower prices," be said.
Roenur said the EIA also
attnributes the theft decline to
the fact that CB owners have
become more aware of CB thefts
and ae taking more precautions
now.
His assessment was echoes by
Sergeant Fred Cipriani of the
Indianapolis Police Department's
public information office.
Cpriani said his department,
noting a 193 percent increase in
thefts in 1976 due in part to
stolen CBs, instituted a program
to make CB owners more aware
that their rigs were targets for
thieves.
It involved, he sid in a
telephone interview, televison
ads and police officers visiting
shopping centers where they
engraved identification numbers
on radios and provided owners
with antitheft tips and decals
saying their radios had been
registered with the police.
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PERSONAL
MISS LUSTRIN, We have come a
long way teach, and it has been great
to be with you. Hope you had a great
21st birthday. Love LJM and
associated downs.
GRATEFUL DEAD - The 49
passenger party bus to the Dead
concert at the Rochester War
Memorial
Sat.
11/5/77. $19.00
round trip. Call Scott, Harry, or Mark
at 6-5478, 6-3379. Reservations
taken now. First paid first reserved
basis. What a long, srange trip it'll
bel
DEAR ALYCE, Happy belated 21st
birthday. Hope you enjoyed your last
'single" birthday. T-239 days and
counting. Love forever and then
some, ROB.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Alyce. HE may
not deserve the best but HE's getting
It! Success, happiness and love,
PAUL.
DEAR GARY and MARIA, Happy
Anniversary and stay happy. We love
ya, The Jukes.
DEAR GARY and MARIA, Happy
Anniversry to the most bewitching
couple we know. Love always, Ilene
and Marty.
BOUND
around
CALIFORNIA
November
15th:
Looking
for
someone to share driving and
expenses. Jerry 751-8523.
HOW CAN I contact EPK? One
lonely guy.
STATESMAN needs newswriters If
you have written before or not, come
down anyway to 058 Union or call
Larry at 6-3690, but do It NOW.
DAVID, Happy Birthday, Love
STACY.
TO all the ANGELS In 106. You
made It a wonderful 19th. Thanks.
DEBBIE.
STEVEN It feels like the first time.
Yours always. What a Fet. Your
Lttle Bimbo.
DEAREST DIRTY EYES, I went to
hell and decided It was better here
with you. I love you, The Bastard.
DEAR JANE, May the fates spin
good luck for you In the year to
come. Your roommate, Barbara.
DEAR MUSHROOM, Life Is a real
phantsy. Thanx. Happy Birthday.
Isoleucne, Your forever smiling
Sunshine.
TO ALL my wonderful friends Thank you so very much for all the
warmth, caring and thoughtfuiness
you extended to my family and
myself. You eased the pain greatly. I
love you all - SAN DI.
SHERYL - Bob asked me to write
you a cute get well ad - I tried but
this is all I was able to come up with.
We all miss you, especially Ann who
is roommateless. Dale and I both
offered to let her move In with us for
the duration of your absence,but she
wouldn't. Sometimes we just don't
understand that girl. It was really a
funny way of getting out of your
student teaching, but enough Is
enough, so get yourself back here
soon. Dave, Bob, and everybody else
at 2B.
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FOR SALE
STEREO all brands wholesale. OHM
Phasellnear,
speakers,ONKYO
Sansul, Teac, Phllips, BIC, Akal,
SOUNDSCRAFTSMEN 698-1061.
ALPINE design down M/Fe. jacket.
Men's small. In great conditions. $40.
Call Abbe 6-4929.
JETHRO TULL tickets available at
the Garden Nov. 30. Call Mitch or
Steve at 246-6399.
SKIS Krystal Fiberglas with poles,
Tyroll bindings, 9Vh Caber boots.
hardly used, $100. 981-6569.
REFRIGERATOR KING - used
Refrigerators and freezers bought and
sold. Delivery to campus available.
Serving Stony Brook students for the
st 6 years. We also do repairs. Call
928-9391 anytime
SONY Reel to reel tap dck Model
No. TC 355. Virtually nw. $200.
Firm. Mornings 751-8283.
1976 BUIC REGAL 2-door, Landau
top, air-cond AM/FM, sunroof, fuliy
eldectric, excelent condtlon In/ou.
Asking $3900. Call Saul 246-6228
$5 0,
SCHWINN varsity ten sped
Spare parts CAPRI: Transmission
front end, mounted snows, more 7518523.

HELP WANTED
PART TIME Sales Rps Avg. two
nights week $30 - $50/per evening.
473-3367 10 - 5 for appt.
ADDRESSERS WANTED Immediatelyl Work at home - no experience
necessary - excellent pay. Write
American Service 8350 Park Lane,
Suite 269, Dallas TX 75231.
PINBALL
OF
OWNERS
CIGARETTE SODA AND CANDY
MACHINES. kount College - Center
of the Unlverse(ity) s solicting
vendors. Submit bids to Ben (6-7120)
or Marc (6-4150) at Mount College.
making
money
A tremendous
proposition.

HOUSING
Kitchen
RENT,
FOR
ROOM
privileges, female preferred, $27.50
per week, call 751-7157.
3 BEDROOM 2 Bath L Ranch.
Fireplace, eat-n kitchen, Xtra large
Patio, treed, fenced, landscaped.
In-ground pool. 2 car grage, air
tras,
conditioned. Mint condition.
Owner direct. Near
40's.
HI
University. 751-3485.
SETAUKET - L/Ranch builder's
closeout. 3 bedrooms, dining, dan,
fireplace 2 baths 2 car attached, Va
acre, 5% down $43,990. Fairmont
751-6400.
WANTED: House or apartment or
room within walking distance from
Stony Brook Railroad Station. Call
6-8045 after 9:30 PM.
HERE IS THE PLACE you always
wanted to live In. 10 min. from
campus In beautiful PJS. Room for a
house and pay less
couple. Share
rent, Including utl., than on campus.
Call 928-0193 after 8 PM weekdays,
all day weekends. Offer valid until
Nov. 1st. Room available right now.

T±WRe It!T

RENTALS - We have rentals from
$230 and up. North Shore and other
21.
Legendre
Century
areas.
928-2424.

SERVICES
PREGNANCY TEST and abortion
assistance up to 24 weeks. Strictly
confidential. Call Female Counseling
981-4433.
GRAPHICS ARTIST, experienced,
will design/paint walls, refrigerator,
Ideas
or mine.
murals. Your
Reasonable. Patti 6-3372.
professionally.
done
TY PING
Dissertations, Theses, etc. IBM
Selectric. Very reasonable rates
928-6439.
repairs
sales
TYPEWRITER
cleaning. Free estimates. Type-Craft
Hwy. Port Jeff.
84 Nesconset
473-4337.
HAVE YOU Reincarnated? Let's find
outt Age regression and meditative
concentration. Hand Analysis and
available.
also
readings
Tarot
751-7157.

WANTED:
Innovative, talented,
amateur graphic artist for new,
exciting, wild and wonderful campus
humor magazine. Call for appt. Bring
portfolio. Roberta at 6-4671. Offer
expires 11/8 must be dependable and
available.
Study in Copenhagen, Denmark:
Stony Brook's new program for
study of the Danish Welfare State in
Denmark,
Is now
Copenhagen,
accepting applications for the Spring
1978 semester. Applicants should
have upper division status and at least
12 credits In the Social Sciences.
Interested students should see Pat
Long or Dr. DeBoer In the Office of
Undergrad.
Studies for further
Information and applications. LIBR
E3320.

F
Cummuting students who were
registered for the Spring 1977
semester and who have not as yet
picked up their copies of the 1977-79
Undergraduate Bulletin should do so
now. See Ms. Linda Holzmann,
Unoergrai. Studies Office, LIBR
E3320.
Some day we'll look back on all of
this and laugh. Until then, come to
The Bridge to Somewhere Mon-Wed
10 AM - 4 PM and 7-10 PM. T:,urs
1-4PM and 7-10PM SBU 061. Per
counseling and referral service. We'll
help you cope- Now.
Searching for 1978 Orientation
Laders. Applications are available in
Hum. 102, Mon. Oct. 31 and must be
returned by Wed., Nov. 16.
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FOUND: Student .D.Mon. Morning
at ticket office for ban Fogoberg
Concert. Beth Rosner, If you want
your I.D. call Esther at 6-7881.
LOST: WIH the girl who borrowed
n at the
Pkerr
my silve
Oktoberfest pleas call me so I can
get Kback? It was a gift from
Bernard. Thank-you Donna. 6-4771.
LOST: Calico Cat In area of Roth
Quad. Mostly white with black and
call
Please
markings.
brown
246-4696. PS. She Is under medical
supervision.
Star at
Jewish
One
LOST:
Octoberfet In Tabler Cafeteria. If
at
Michael
found please call
246-4132.
Methodology
SOC 201
LOST:
notebook white cover. If found,
lease call Howie at 6-6447 or return
to James D-209.
LOST: Student l.D. at ticket office
Mon. Morning for Fogelberg concert.
It Is important that I get It back soon
so please call Esther at 6-7881.
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ENCOUNTERS

Three Short British Plays
-S,

Al

-

Ly

Coead

C- ritphw Fy
A Sleep QfPris.Os
The Dak Lady qfthe Sonets G.B Shaw
Oct. 2629/ Nov. 2am c
For -b-Wmr-i
s

/ 8 pm.

S404f61A

Old Town
Road,
Setauket

NOTICES
Newman Club (Catholic Undergrad.
Assoc.) will meet Tues. Nov. 1st at
7:30 PM In SBU 216. There will be
time to get acquainted and to finalize
plans for pot-luck dinner, trips, etc.
New rrembers welcome!
Drlnks drinks and more drinksl Join
Mount's after concert booze party.
Sat. Oct. 29 11:00.

FRIDAY SPECIAL

The Hellenic Society will be meetin
on Tues. Nov. 1st, at 7:30 In SBU
214. Topics to be decided include
semester activities and elections. All
and non-Greek students
Greek
weicome! Wine and cheese will be
served.
Clothes needed for resident; of a
nursing home. There's a particular
need for socks, underwear and ladles'
slips. Bring to Catholic Chaplaincy
Office Hum. 158 or call Tom Ul
6·7459.
UI
-1I

PITCHER & PIZZA
3:00 P.M.
s38
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'Irick and 'l'reat:It's the great Pumpkin Farm
By JOEL CHRISS
lack cats prowl, witches ride their broomsticks and
hover in the branches of spook-ridden trees. Ghosts
and goblins howl inJackoLantern lit nights. Devils

and dragon parade freely, unguarded by the forces of
good. Make believe you say; an imaginatn carried
away with the spirit of halloween, perhaps, but real
nevertheless. Jut travel a few mes west of 25A, if
you dare, and youll see what I mean.
This spurious world of ghosts and goblins, black cats

St.
and witches is the brainchild of an mitie
James farmer, Dave Wicks, Jr., whose famtand,
which is owned and run by his father, doubles as a kind
of Halloween haven.

There was a time when the Wicks Farmstand was
smiar to any other in the area. The family-run farm
has been cultivating vegetables and flowers for three
generations, first in Floral Park, later in Massapequa
and inally in St. James. Tomatoes, peppers and
assorted fruits and vegetables are the staple of their 60
acre farm, which is located directly behind the stand
where they sell their goods. But their secret weapon
crop is actually pumpkins. They have been planting
pumpkins for about 20 years and it has become a
tradition, not only within the family, but among the
people of St. James and the neighboring communities
as well.
Oh you're probably saying you've seen hundreds of
pumpkin farms lining the roads of Eastern Long Island,

But perhaps the most popular figure in this land of
midnight fantasy is as real as Dave Wicks himself. In
fact it is Dave. Wearing a pumpkin head and cornstalk
hair, Wicks, dressed as "Pumpkin Man," strolls among
the visitos, entertaining them for the past 10
Halloweens.
The younger Wicks, who is now 27, built his first
creature - a screcrow, on a whim at the age of 10. He
has no special training, he say, and never even
measureaor plans his crations advance.
"I know how I want them to look and I do it all by
eye." His construction materals e as divers as his
trees.
and
"I use
anything
methods,
Thfe figue rane n height from lifesie to 30 feet building
and in personality from Halloween witches to the everything available," he says.
He claims he doesn't know whether the novelty and
Eaer Bunny. Wicks has constructed throughout the
years a cast of seasonal characters encompassing many atmosphere of the stand has helped business, but
of our major holiday celebrities: Tom Turkey, Winnie regardless of financial considerations he seems to be
the Witch, the Easter Bunny, and Uncle Sam. But his having great fun plunging himself into the holiday
largest entourage is brought out for the Haloween spirit, or spirits, if you will. And fun is, after all, what
Halloween is all about.
season.
Thousands Tour Farm
It is at this time of the year that thousands of school
children tour the farm and its statue display, visiting all
of their Halloween friends. The most impressive of
Wicks' constructions is a 30 foot figure going by the
name of Winne the Witch IV. The three previous
Winnies are buried beside the barn in a graveyard
reserved exclusively for deceased ghosts, goblins and
witches.
and you're probably right. But none have the unique
ambiance of the Wicks Farmstand. Thanks to the
intin and persitance of Wicks Jr., who has
slowly but steadily over the last ten years reated an
entire family of fictitious Holiday figures, a genuine
landmark now exits In the Vilage of St. James.
There are pumpkin head figres on the roof of the
fantand dd ong the path leading to the barn.
Alonside the barn stands a white hone pulling two
pumpkin head people. Devil peer from the haystacks
while ghosts hang with an eerie sway from the hovering
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SB Is Earth Base for te Science Fiction Forum
By ROBIN SCHREIER
If Stony Brook is not exotic enough for you this
Halloween weekend try entering into the world of
ghouls, goblins and things that go bump in the night
with Brookcon m, a weekend planned by Stony
Brook's Science Fiction Forum. SF freaks will love it
because of the movies, games, panel discussions and
guest speakers and non-buffs will love it because of the
hectic pace and barrage of things to experience.
The Science Fiction Forum, a campus-based
organization was founded in January of 1969 by Jim
Frenkel who is now the SF editor of Dell paperbacks.
The early Forum served to bring people interested in
SF tocether to watch movies, and discuss things such as
The Trouble With Tribble3 the points on Mr. Spock's
ears and when the world will come to an end.
In the past the Forum has shown movies bimonthly,
but this year they plan to alternate with a guest
speaker every two weeks. They have had creator ot
Star Trek, Gene Roddenberry, Frederik Pohl, IHarn
Ellison and Isaac Asimov, and they hope to surpass
their efforts this year. One of the movies planned is
Kronos in which, according to Forum's president David
Lubkin, "a health-center-like building stands up, walks
aound, eats cars, etc." Other flicks include The Robot,
Forbidden Planet, Twenty Million Miles to Earth, THX
1138, by George Star Wars' Lucas, and two episodes of
the television series The Prisoner starring Patrick
icGoohan. All are invited to attend.
Another facet of the SF forum is their 3,000 volume
library which includes the original Wizard of Oz by
Frank Baum, and many other SF classics. The library is
located in the basement of Hendrix College in Roth
Quad and is manned by volunteers who will buy SF
books for 20 cents.
Thin weekend different aspects of SF will be
explored at Brookcon II, the annual SF convention
which will be held in the heavy engineering building,
rooms 201-207. The best, zaniest and wildest of SF
will go on simultaneously as fans join together to
celebrate Halloween in true SF style. There will be a
costume call at the banquet and prizes will be awarded
based on originality and creativity. Isaac Asimov is
expected to attend, but according to Lubkin, "Asimov
will be 99 44/100% coming. He had a minor coronary
attack in early June, but they gave him his typewriter
because of that." Frederik Pohl, award winning SF
author and Bantam books and Star Trek editor will
also attend, and participate in a number of events, such
as the panel discussions, movie showings, the art show
and auction.
Another event will be Punday, where contestants are

The Science Fiction Forum's logo is a collage of some of the genre's most famous characters.
invited to spin puns such as "Vampires live bloody well
but werewolves have to moonlight." The best (or
worst) puns will receive prizes of a arge amount of any
potable liquid. Discussion panels will take place with
discussions on SF art, prozines and fanzines and
speeches by Pohl and Langam. At the art show and
auction you may purchase some of the SF art
displayed and you may even exhibit some of your own
SF art.
Forum's president, David Lubkin says of the
convention: "Consider a typical concert on campus.
SAB charges approximately $4 and the concert lasts

On the Screen

I

A
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two hours. We're charging $4 a head, and the
convention lasts approximately 3540 hours. I refuse to
believe that this average concert is twenty times better
than the convention." There will always be something
to do this weekend, and you don't have to be a
hardcore SF fan to appreciate all that's in store.
Nearly everybody has read and enjoyed some form of
SF, whether it be 1984 or The Cabbage That Ate
Japan,
there seems like no better way to spend
Halloween weekend than with creatures, monsters,
ghouls, witches and pondering whether the world will
end with a bang or a whimper.
-
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A Witches Brew of Candy and Corn
By MIKE JANKOWITZ
Yes, Halloween is coming our way, PORT JEFFERSON STATION This weekend is the weekend of the along with a few dozen well-pitched eggs. BROOKHAVEN
supernatural when leaves are pumpkin But if you don't feel like playing night One On One - oversentimental entry in
orange to accompany the vast black sky, gmes to see who winds up with egg on the underdog conquers all line of films. In
lit briefly by moonlight. And goblins gasp uis face, or if you're too old to trick and this one, Robby Benson is a college
in fear of things much more fearsome and too young to treat, you might trick basketball star.

Roger Corman's excursion into the world

candlelit jack-o-lanterns sit complacently yourself into treating yourselftoa motion
PJ TWINS MINI-EAST
on front porches and windowsills, each picture.
one with that weary smile on his face
This week the COCA movie is
(Maybe they know something we don't?) NETWORK, one of the best pictures of )amnation Alley - see above.

Damnation Alley - see above.
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ALL WEATHER DRIVE-IN (OUTDOOR
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bitingly satiric script by Paddy
sayefsky, as well as clear-cut proof that

of schizophrenia. From the bestselling
novel. Stars Bibi Anderson.

Zardoz - A better name would be
"Zawdust." A sci-fi thriller that will keep

CINEMA WEST

you awake because it's too noisy to sleep

Illiam Holden is still one of the screen's
eat actors, Faye Dunaway is one of the
een's foremost actresses, and that Peter
nch's passing has proven to be a great

Last Remake Of Beau Geste - Marty through. Sean Connery stars.
Feldman spoofs the famed foreign legion
SMITHHAVEN MALL
tale. An eye-popping adventure for
Feldman and Ann-Margret fans.

m to screen acting.

The Spy Who Loved Me - nobody does it
better than James Bond, 007, and
nobody makes them bigger and flashier
Black And White In Color -- Academy than the producers. There's a new array
Award-winning force which portrays the of girls, gadgets, and gorillas. Barbara
absurdity of war and colonialism, set in Bach is his love interest.

And, if your indulgences take you
tside of these walls of ivory, here's
tat'soffered on the outside.

CENTEREACH - CENTEREACH
mnation Alley - George Peppard,
n-Michael Vincent, and Dominique
nda are survivors of a nuclear holocaust
o are looking for other survivors.
EAST SETAUKET - FOX
r Wars - grand scale adventure of
erstellar intrigue and galactic warfare.
a for beings of all species. It stars Mark

mill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, Alec
iness, and a pair of lovable pieces of
chinery.

SETAUKET - THREE VILLAGE

World War I West Africa.
SMITHTOWN - SMITHTOWN
Oh, God! - Carl Reiner's farcical answer
to the Ten Commandments. George
Burns plays the title role not only as
the Almighty but a crack shot with
one-liners. John Denver and Terri Gar
play a modern day Mr. and Mrs. Moses.

STONY BROOK - LOEWS TWIN
CINEMA ONE
Murder By Death - Neil Simon's spoof
on the detective genre, with such
stupendous stars as Peter Falk, David
Niven and Sir Alec Guiness.
LOEW'S TWIN CINEMA TWO

ALL-WEATHER DRIVE-IN (INDOOR) Barbarella
I Never Promised You A Rose Garden -

1%

- Jane Fonda plays the
French comicstrip heroine in this
outdated sexual sci-fi adventure.
J
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Polity Rejects Motion to Lift Athletic Freeze
By ED KELLY
The Polity Seate rejected a motion
made at last Wednesday's senate
meeting which would have immediately
reinstated funds for the Student
Athletic Council. The varsity team's
$45,000 budget had been frozen at the
previous Senate meeting on Ocober
ruled that Pobty
19th. The Senate
funds would not be used to support
interollegiate athletic teams that
maintained

ineigiblity

academic

requirements,which the Senate said are
exclusionary.
The

Senate

objected

to Eastern

Athletic
Asociation
Collegiate
regulations which prevent an athlete
from competing on a varsity team, if he
is not in good academic standing. Vice
President Ishai Bloch, however, ha
since said that Polity would stop
fighting the ECAC and concentrate on
chnging the University's definition of
"good academic standing," which would
enable all Stony Brook- athletes to
compete.
Bloch, who had opposed the motin
made by Junior Representative Mark
Fish, told Statesman last Wednesday
that he intended to negotiate with
Ramsey this week to arrange an
agreement which might lead to the
lifting of the freeze. Bloch said that he
would direct Polity Treasurer Mrk
Minasi to lift the budget freeze if
Ramsey would mandate that coaches let
iuademicaly ineligible students work
out with the teams. After Wednesday's
meeting, however, Bloch indicated that
he would no longer seek such a
concession.

Ramsey siad yesterday that he would
not make the concession that Bloch
had asked for anyway.
Bloch said that he would try to solve

the problem of academic inelgibility by
asing the University Senate, of which
he is a member, to redefine its
definition of good academic standing.
"Ciearly it is the will of the Senate that
it go all the way [to the University
Senate "said Bloch.
LTmt
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ISHAI BLOCH confes with Studet Atk
the October 19 and October 26 Senate
meeting would be invalidated because
the three days prior notice that needs to
be given before a Polity Senate meeting
an be held was not issued. "As it stands
now the meetings were not legal and all
actions that were taken were void, he
said. "I have no choice but to instruct
Mark [Minasi to unfreeze the budget.
If he doesn't do it a judiciary order will
be obtained." Minasi could not be
reached for comment last night.
Although the varstiy teams budgets
remain frozen, Athletic Director John
.Ramsey said yesterday that the teams
would continue to play their scheduled
gmes by dawing on meal money that
wa allocated prior to the seaon. "Once
the meal money run out IF really be
up against it," he said. "We don't have
any long range plans yet." Ramsey also
said that the freeze could have a bad
long range effect on the athletic
program. The budget freeze only affects
varsity teams, and not the football or
hockey dub, both of which are Polity
clubs and therefore not subject to
academic ineligibility regulations.
The funding for intercollegiate
athletics had first been suspended last
May when the Senate protested NCAA
and ECAC rules which stated that for a
student to participate in intercollegiate
athletics, he or she must be in good
academic standing in his or her college.
At that time, the University Senate,
which is composed of faculty members
and students, defined a student in good
academic standing as a student who is
not on probation. A student is
considered on probation if he does not
earn at least 24 credits in two
consecutive semesters.
The Senate froze the funds arguing
that it could not force students to pay a
mandatory activity fee if the student is
excluded from participating in an
activity supported by those fees. At that
time, the University Senate refused to
dchnge its definition of academic
standing, and last August Polity
overruled the motion and reinstated the
funds.
The fnnis were frozen again this
srmester after Statesman reported that
the Physical Education Department had
appled ECAC rules in declaring three
1%
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members of the Women's volleyball
team ineligible. Since that time;
however, Ramsey has said that he was
mistaken in calling women's volleyball a
dub when it was actually a varsityteam,
subject to eligibility rules similar to
those of the NCAA and ECAC. "It was
to a small extent a comedy of errors,"
said Bloch. Although the problems of
,the volleyball team were resolved, the
Senate voted to freeze the funds of all
varsity teams and maintained the freeze
Wednesday night, ruling that the
University Senate should change its
definition of good academic standing.
Bloch said that athletes would be able
to participate if the University Senate
changed its definition to include any
registered student as in good academic
standing. University Senate Chairman
Billy Jim Layton, however, said that the
would be unlikely. "I
change
understand the viewpoint of the
University Senate," said Bloch. '"Teir
definition of academic standing is in
most cases a good one. But it is
outweighed by its ramifications in terms
of sports. It is detrimental. If we get the
regulations changed we can still work
with the University to decide who
should fund athletics." When asked
what the Senate will do if the University
Senate does not change its definition,
Bloch said, 'The freeze will continue."
The question of funding athletics was
raised several times by various Polity
senators, but Bloch denied that the
budget was frozen to force the
University to fund athletics. "Athletic
in themselves are enough of an issue to
freeze the budget," he said.
Minasi who voted for the reeze, said
that he opposed the Fish motion
because the University might extend the
academic ineligibility requirements to
other areas of academic life. Vice
President for student affairs Elizabeth
Wadsworth denied that possibility. "I
never heard of single faculty member
"I don't think that is a distinct;
possibility," said Fish. "I don't think
that would happen."
Fish originally made the motion to
reinstate the funding because he felt he
was representing the students. "The vast
majority who I talked to favored
restorin the budget," he said. "I think

the people who pay the $70 should be
represented."
"I not only have a responsibility to
'people here now but to people here 20
years from now," said Minasi.
Finkelstein was against the freeze
because of the long range consequences
it might have on scheduling. "Even if we
win,what if it takes too long and we
can't get teams to play us anymore?" he
asked.
Dave Carley, a member of the
Student Athletic Council, felt Polity was
taking the wrong approach. "Athletics is
being used as a device to bring pressure
on the University Senate," he said.
"That's unfortunate because it could
hurt our program for a long time to
come."

Heidi Weisbord, another member of
the Council, said that it is "frustrating to
be an athlete here because you never
know what is going to happen. I wish I
could feel Polity is helping me but I
don't agree with their methods," she
said. "I think the Physical Education
Department has helped a lot, but its

j

